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reassociation request frame, 134
reassociation response frame, 134
reauthentication, 135, 137
RECC, 16
received frame, 239, 240
receiver-side mechanism, 273
  forwarding, 273
MIPv6, 277
  proactive forwarding, 273
  proactive redirecting, 273
  redirecting, 273
  retransmission, 273
redirecting location proxy, 279
redirection, 199
  proactive, 275
  regular, 274
registration delay, 227
rekeying, 152
relay node, 315
relay process, 316
remote events, 234
remote subscription, 64, 291
resource constraints, 365, 394
resource dependency, 91, 374
Resource Description Framework, see RDF
resource discovery, 75
  channel discovery, 102
  server discovery, 102
  subnet discovery, 102
resource identifier, 6
resource sharing, 112
resource—time product, 123, 125
resources, 97, 120
  bandwidth, 97, 356
  battery power, 97
  CPU cycles, 97, 356
  dedicated, 97
  energy, 356
  layer 2, 156
  layer 3, 156
  memory, 97
  shared, 97
return routability, 78, 105, 260, 277, 282
reverse link
  access channel, 22
  traffic channel, 22
reverse tunneling, 225
RNC, 24, 25
roaming, 175
roaming client, 321, 388
roaming scenarios, 168
roaming security issues, 318
round trip time, see RTT
route cache, 255
route optimization, 10, 36, 77, 83, 220, 350
  cost analysis, 227
router advertisement, 81, 84, 103, 177
router prefix, 181
router solicitation, 39, 103, 156
routing area, 80
routing efficiency, 252
RRM, 30
RSC, 291
RSCP, 25
RSSI, 25
RTCP, 285, 291, 293
RTCP BYE, 295, 297
RTCP feedback, 305
RTCP report, 294
RTCP SDES, 294
RTCP trigger, 298
RTP, 78
RTP translator, 202–204, 281
rtptrans, 204
RTS, 238
RTSP, 292
RTT, 224

S-CSCF, 351
S-GW, 29
S-invariant, 125, 126
SACCH, 18
SAE, 28
SAP (service access point), see service access point
SAP (Session Announcement Protocol), see Session Announcement Protocol
scanning
   active, 135
   passive, 135
scanning algorithm, 137
scanning mechanism, 132
scanning time, 132
SCH, 18
scheduling of operations, 88, 392
   concurrent, 365
   guidelines, 365
   proactive, 365
   sequential, 365
scheduling techniques, 355
scope-based multicast, 393
scoped multicast address, 180
SCTP, 34
SDES packet, 294
SDP, 203, 209, 291, 328
seamless communication, 131
seamless handoff, 311
secure proactive handover
   main phase, 337
   preswitching phase, 337
security association, 78, 81
   PANA, 170
   proactive, 152
   reactive, 152
security association delay, layer 3, 152
security binding, layer 3, 152
security context, 152, 350
   cipher key, 152
   integrity key, 152
security parameter index, 83, 183
selective reverse tunneling, 225
selective scanning, 9, 131, 132, 311
sender-side mechanism, 273, 275
   forwarding, 275
   passive forwarding, 275
   proactive, 275
   redirecting, 275
   timer-based retransmission, 275
sequence of handoff operations, 334
sequential operations, 95, 149
server
   DHCP, 163
   PANA, 163
server discovery, 103, 156
server-controlled policy, 186
service access point, 53, 168
service attributes, 215
service discovery
   architectures, 157
   protocols, 157
service mobility, 7
service primitives, 53
service set identifier, see SSID
serving call session control function, see S-CSCF
serving GPRS support node, 24, 25
session announcement, 293
Session Announcement Protocol, 291, 293
session continuity, 58
Session Description Protocol, see SDP
session mobility, 6
SGSN, see serving GPRS support node
shared places, 368
shared resources, 369
signal-to-noise ratio, see SNR
signaling agent, 156
signaling delay, 154, 327
signaling overhead
   global, 197
   local, 198
Index

signaling tone, 17
simulation, 334
simultaneous binding, 200, 337
simultaneous mobility, 11, 257, 260, 393
   MIP-LR, 257
   MIPv6, 257, 282
   optimization techniques, 262
   probability, 257
   SIP-based, 257, 282
SIP, 49, 243, 245, 291
SIP handshake, 328
SIP mobility mechanism, 328
SIP presence model, 331
SIP registrar, 323
SIP server, 352
   proxy, 260
   redirect, 260
SIP-based mobility, 34, 75, 221
SIP-CGI, 204
SIPMM, 276, see also SIP-based mobility,
sleep mode, 211
SLP, 157
sniffer, 143
SNMPv3, 173
SNR, 80, 186, 241, 329, 337
soft handoff, 3, 22, 273
   IP layer, 263
   physical layer, 263
softer handoff, 22, 25
speculative execution, 374
   parallel, 374
   proactive, 374
   sequential, 374
speculative operations, 92
SPNP, 94
spoofing attack, 319
SRTP, 78, 85
SSID, 134, 160
SSRC, 297
STA, 143
stateful SIP server, 280
stateless autoconfiguration, 81
stationary proxy, 265
store-and-forward, 199
STPNplay, 371
subnet agent, 206
subnet discovery, 103
subnet handoff, 3, 222
subnet identifier, 311
suboperations, 388
subscriber identity module, 18
supervisory audio tone, 17
supplicant, 314
suspicious node, 318
switching phase, 338
symmetric encryption, 295
symmetric encryption key, 295
sync channel, 22
synchronization, 96
syncscan, 310, 332
system evaluation, 333
system identifier, 16
system model, 8
system anomaly, 333
systematic analysis, 13, 75, 391
systematic framework, 2
systems dependencies, 394
systems optimization, 3
systems parameters, 334
systems performance, 123, 128, 333, 334, 392
   cycle time, 355
   Floyd algorithm, 355
   verification, 369
systems resources, 392

$T_{conf}$, 176
$T_{assoc+4-way}$, 176
T-invariant, 125
TACS, 15
TAI, 30
task dependency, 99, 100
$Tauth_{auth}$, 176
TBMOM, 68
TBS synchronization, 33
TCP migration, 266
TCP-Migrate, 34
TDMA, 14
TeleMIP, 44
temporary identifier, 81
terminal identifier, 6
terminal mobility, 2, 244
 test bed for hierarchical mobility, 196
time-bound multicasting, 199
time-to-live, 180, 310, 311
timed Petri net, 9, 120
timed-transition Petri net
 optimized, 130
 unoptimized, 130
TimeNet, 94, 113, 371
timer-based retransmission, 274, 280
TLS, 85
TLV, 164, 234
TMSI, 18, 81
token, 94, 110
token loading matrix, 369
TR-45, 21
trade-off analysis, 385, 393
transient tunnel, 199, 379, 387
 proactive, 201
 reactive, 201
transition, 95, 105
transition matrix, 369
transmission failure, 239, 240
transport delay, 154
transport layer mobility, 34, 49
transport layer protocol, 394
triangular routing, 36, 154, 220, 253
triangular-routing delay, 354
trigger policies
 mobile-controlled, 337
 network-controlled, 337
triggering
 application layer reactive, 305
 proxy-assisted proactive, 305
triggering delay
 layer 2, 289
triggering operations, 349
triggering technique
 application layer, 286, 298
 parallel, 286
 proactive, 286
triggers
 cross-layer, 155
 proactive, 155
 reactive, 155
trombone routing, 225
TTL, see time-to-live
tunnel address
 inner, 185, 337
 outer, 337
tunnel convergence, 69
tunneling, 35, 105, 153, 199
tunneling overhead, 184
type–length–value, see TLV
UE, 25
UltraSAN, 94
UMTP, 292
UMTS, 29, 55
UMTS–WLAN handover, 58
Uniform Resource Identifier, 6, 82
Universal Personal Telecommunications, 5
unoptimized handover, 2
uplink, 31
uplink traffic, 328
user agent, 248
validation, 393
VBR, 187
VCC, 7
vertical handover, 55, see also intertechnology handover,
 downward, 5, 55
 upward, 5, 55
VIC, 188, 299
visited domain, 338
visitor location register, see VLR
VLR, 17, 26, 36, 38
VoIP, 343
VPN, 52, 187, 314
vulnerability, 318
vulnerability interval, 271
WCDMA, 24
WCDMA handoff, 25
WEP, 307
Wi-Fi network
 trusted, 58
 untrusted, 58
WiMAX, 31
WiMAX forums, 165
WiMAX mobility, 31
wireless sniffer, 322
WLAN roaming, 57
WLAN–UMTS handover, 58
WPA, 84, 308, 314, 316

WPA supplicant, 173, 310, 322
x-CoA, 187
x-HA, see home agent, x-HA
x-HoA, 187
x-MIP, 185
XML, 163, 164